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Introduction

I A multi-body system or mechanism is made of rigid parts,
springs etc., connected by joints, moving under various forces.

I Ned & I realised our high-index differential-algebraic equation
(DAE) solver Daets is well suited to simulating mechanisms.

I We’re only recently aware we re-invented—differently—the
∼ 30 years established Natural Coordinates (NCs) approach.

I But Daets gives a very different algorithm architecture.
I This talk presents the method and explores the difference.
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System “Data, Lagrangian, Action”

We have built a system that

I Data: reads text-file spec of
mechanism, IVs etc.

I Creates Lagrangian; calls
Daets to solve and write
output file

I Action: visualizes by
Matlab code animatemech

mechanism specification
YAML file

output data file

animation

solve numerically  by 
DAETS

animate by 
animate3Dmech.manimatemech.m

Text-file is in YAML, a human-readable data serialisation language.
Examples
“Mechanism1”: Animate Andrews Mechanism: Animate
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Lagrangian method and Daets Two lin alg topics RSCR example Mechanism facility Conclusion

Lagrangian mechanics

I Lagrangian method is popular because it simplifies modelling.
I Many ways to choose coordinates; all describe same motion.
I If a force does no work (e.g. smooth surface contact) just

don’t mention it.

I Lagrangian function

L = T − V

T = total kinetic energy, in terms of velocities and possibly
positions.
V = total potential energy, caused by conservative (energy
preserving) forces depending only on system position.

I Usually have constraints on motion—assume holonomic
(velocity-independent) for simplicity—and external forces.
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Lagrangian cont.

I Describe configuration at time t by vector q = (q1, . . . , qnq)
of nq generalised position coordinates.
q̇ is generalised velocities.

I Assumptions from previous slide imply

L = T − V with T = T (q, q̇), V = V (q),

plus nc constraints on motion:

0 = Ci(t,q), i = 1 :nc

I Assuming the Cj are independent, the system has

dof = nq − nc positional degrees of freedom.

Fix dof qj ’s and dof q̇j ’s to specify an initial value problem.
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Lagrangian cont.

I Whatever coordinates chosen, variational “stationary action”
principle gives (nq+nc) Euler–Lagrange equations of motion:

d

dt

∂L
∂q̇j
− ∂L
∂qj

+

nc∑
i=1

λi
∂Ci
∂qj

= Qj(t), j = 1 :nq (1)

Ci(t,q) = 0, i = 1 :nc (2)

I λi are Lagrange multipliers for the constraints.
Qj(t) are generalised external force components, if any
(whose definition also involves ∂/∂qj).

I If nc = 0 the system is of second kind, reducible to an ODE.
If nc > 0 it’s of first kind and is an index 3 DAE.
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Choices

Independent coordinates nc=0 Dependent coordinates nc>0

• Often most of the coordinates are
angles.

NCs use cartesian coordinates of
points fixed on bodies.

• Eqns reduce to ODE, but messy. Eqns are index-3 DAE but simple.
• “ODEs are nice to solve.” “DAEs are nasty to solve.”
• Has become a big industry with

some elegant maths.
NCs are a smaller industry, also
with some nice maths.

Daets is well suited to DAEs of the NCs kind (assume smooth).

I Based on structural analysis SA of the DAE.
Theorem: SA “succeeds” on any DAE of this kind.

I Uses Taylor series of high order—typically 15–20.

I Infrastructure: IPOPT and FADBAD++, see next slide.
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Infrastructure benefits

IPOPT “software library for large scale nonlinear optimization”.
Used by Daets to find initial consistent point of DAE.
For a mechanism this is initial
position after fixing dof IVs.
IPOPT has proved very robust
at finding this.
Multiple solutions typical so
need both fixed IVs & guesses.
E.g. in this Andrews Mecha-
nism, G, H (independently)
can lie either side of line AE.

FADBAD++

Inside Daets forms Taylor series of solution, and system Jacobian.
Outside Daets, for a mechanism, forms Euler–Lagrange DAE
from L by doing ∂/∂q, ∂/∂ q̇ and d/dt at run time.
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Linear algebra, topic 1: Important matrices

Recall standard stuff about mass matrix:
I Position vector of each particle P (of mass m say) in system

must be a function F(q) of the nq coordinates q = q(t).
I So P ’s velocity v = F′(q) q̇ = V q̇ , say.

Here V = V(q) is (in 3D) a (3× nq) matrix.

I Adding all the 1
2m|v|

2 = 1
2m q̇ TVTV q̇

we see total KE of system is necessarily a quadratic form

T =
1

2
q̇ T M(q) q̇ , M(q) is mass matrix.

M is symmetric positive semi-definite (SPSD).
I Also T =

∑
k Tk summed over all bodies of system, so

M =
∑

k Mk “assembly”

where Tk = 1
2 q̇ T Mk(q) is KE of kth body.

This assembly makes sense because energy is additive.
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Important matrices, cont

I M is clearly the Hessian ∂2T/∂ q̇ 2. As q̇ can only appear to
degree ≤ 1 in the rest of L = T − V it is also L’s Hessian:

M = ∂2L/∂ q̇ 2.

I Classical NCs, solving numerically, does linear solves with
Jacobian matrix of Euler–Lagrange DAE:

J =

nq nc[ ]
M GT nq
G 0 nc


M: as above
G: Jacobian ∂C/∂q of constraints
nq − nc = dof small > 0 usually

I Given M is SPSD, J is nonsingular iff both G and [M,GT ]
have full row rank. (Proof on p34.)
J is generally not SPD even when invertible.
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Now look at Daets’s numerical method

I For some DAE with n equations fi = 0 in terms of n variables
xj(t) & their derivatives, define signature matrix Σ = (σij)

σij =

{
highest order of derivative of xj occurring in fi

or −∞ if doesn’t occur.

I Structural analysis (SA) derives non-negative integer offsets:

c1, . . . , cn of the equations; d1, . . . , dn of the variables.
I Form system Jacobian J = (Jij) where

Jij =
∂fi

∂x
(dj−ci)
j

, or 0 where this makes no sense.

(x(p) = pth time derivative of x.)

I Mathematically (for smooth fi, ignoring numerical problems)

method succeeds at x ⇐⇒ J nonsingular at x

where “succeeds” = “generates Taylor series of solution at x”.
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Daets’s method, cont

I When DAE is Euler–Lagrange equations, necessarily

ci = 0 for first nq eqns, 2 for the nc constraint eqns

dj = 2 for each qj , 0 for each Lagrange multiplier

I Plug this and the E–L equations into J formula above and
after some work, surprise . . . the same Jacobian we had before:

J =

[
M GT

G 0

]
,

I made by 2 independent, collaborating, bits of AD at run time:
(a) the ∂/∂ q̇ , ∂/∂q and d/dt that make E-L equations;
(b) the system Jacobian formula on previous slide.
In particular they assembled mass matrix without us noticing!

Comment: A J of this shape is common in mechanics, but we had
no idea our method produced it, till we looked for it.
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Lin alg topic 2: how rigid motion is tracked

I A low-level difference between classical NCs and ours has
instructive consequences.

I Rigid motion of body R is described by “shift & rotate” map

Rt = Ot + QtR, Rt is short for R(t), etc. (*)

R: fixed in local frame
Rt: moving in world frame WF
Ot: WF position of R’s moving local origin
Qt: rotation, whose columns [it, jt,kt] are R’s moving
orthonormal basis (ONB)

I (*) means that any point A and vector u fixed in R move in
the WF according to

At = Ot + QtA, ut = Qtu.
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Topic 2 cont: Ned–John tracking method

I NC methods express motion in terms of WF positions At, Bt,
. . . of basic points or vectors (BPVs) A,B, . . . fixed on R.

I In d dimensions, d BPVs “in general position” fix R uniquely.
I So in 3D we use 3 items A,B,C on R.

A must be a point; B,C can be either point or vector.
I Adopt frame rule: R’s local frame is unique coordinates s.t.

[A,B,C] =
[
0 × ×
0 0 ×
0 0 0

]
and the upper triangular
R =

[× ×
0 ×
]

has positive diagonal.

“A = origin; B on +ve x axis; C in/toward upper xy plane.”
I From R, and whether B, C is point or vector, we precompute

constant matrix U =
[× ×
× ×
× ×

]
for each body such that

[At,Bt,Ct] U =: [it, jt]

forms the first two vectors of R’s moving ONB.
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Topic 2, cont: Ned–John versus classical NCs

I Then cross product recovers the complete rotation matrix:

Qt = [it, jt, it××× jt].

I (To find R’s KE, differentiate to get Q̇t and angular velocity
vector ω, as function of Ȧt, Ḃt, Ċt. Omit, for time reasons.)

I So
I Ned–John NCs track R’s motion by 3 BPVs, storing 3× 3 = 9

scalars/body, but using nonlinear operation it××× jt.
I Classical NCs track by 4 BPVs: 4× 3 = 12 scalars/body, but

avoiding nonlinear operation.

(Fewer on average due to sharing BPVs between bodies.)
I Difference: nonlinearity gives us a varying mass matrix M(q),

while classical NCs produce a constant M.

Larger but constant versus smaller but varying. Pros & cons?
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Discussion

I General
I Linear solves are actually with J =

[
M GT

G 0

]
, not with M.

I G is non-constant in practice since (for all NC methods) it
contains derivatives of rigidity constraints like
|B− C|2 − L2 = 0. One does ∂/∂(B,C) of this.

I J is sparse even for small problems. Using a sparse direct
solver, constancy of the M part of J has little relevance.

I About DAE solution method
I A DASSL-type DAE method does typically a few solves with

the same J, per time step.
I But Daets uses same J for each of 15–20 Taylor series terms.

So each J factorisation is well amortised.

I But I wonder if classical NCs dislike M(q) because their
typical way of reducing to first order the equations of motion
involves forming ∂M/∂q—which is unnecessary.
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Assembly example: the RSCR

A well studied 3D mechanism with 1 DOF.

Basic points/vectors of parts: 1© ABu, 2© CBv, 3© DC2wv.
The cylindric joint is made by 2© and 3© sharing v.
Without loss, assume
– angles at A, C, C2, D are 90o

and in WF,
– D=origin, A on –ve x axis;
– w in xy plane at angle δ to x axis;
– u at angle 〈α, β〉 in spherical polars.
and in 3©,

– v makes angle γ with w.
(Design params: 3 lengths, 4 angles.)

•  C₂+v

D

CB

A

•  C+v

C₂

D+w  • 

C, C+v are on ②
C₂, C₂+v are on ③

  

•  A+u

Take q = (C2,B, µ)
where µ is a scalar used in cylindric joint. Total 7 scalars.
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RSCR kinematics & degrees of freedom
By assignments we’ll define vector v in 3© as function of C2 only,
then share it with 2©:

From q Assign Equate DOF

Define 3©’s frame vectors, hence v, and 3©’s rigidity

C2 i3 := C2/L3

k3 := i3×××w

v := cos(γ)w+sin(γ)k3

0 = C2
2 − L2

3

0 = C2 ·w
+3 −2

Define cylindric joint, and 2©’s rigidity

B, µ C := C2 + µv 0 = (B− C)2 − L2
2

0 = (B− C) · v
+3+1 −2

Define 1©’s rigidity

0 = (B− A)2 − L2
1

0 = (B− A) · u
−2

Net DOF: 1 = +7 − 6
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RSCR, cont.

I To simplify dynamics let the parts be thin uniform rigid rods
AB, BC, C2D of masses m1,m2,m3 (let joints be massless).
Such a rod of mass m, moving with ends at Y(t),Z(t) in WF,
has KE m

6 (|Ẏ|2 + Ẏ · Ż + |Ż|2). Then

T = T1 + T2 + T3 (Note A,D are fixed so Ȧ = Ḋ = 0)

= m1
6 (|Ḃ|2) + m2

6 (|Ḃ|2 + Ḃ · Ċ + |Ċ|2) + m3
6 (|Ċ2|2)

= 1
2 q̇ T

(
M1
const

+M2(q) + M3
const

)
q̇ .

I Dependence of M2 on q is because C is nonlinear in q. This
comes just from the µv in the cylindric joint condition.
Similar considerations for larger systems.
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The mechanism facility

We are developing

I A text file syntax and semantics for describing a class of
mechanisms.

I A C++ API to convert this to a Lagrangian that Daets then
handles by the methods described above.

This is the mechanism facility.
We have pretty well tidied up 2D, and are moving to 3D as the
RSCR example shows.
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Example: MechSpec text description of RSCR
1 Title: "RSCR mechanism (revolute-spheric-cylindric-revolute)"

2 PartData:

3 Fixed:

4 D: [0,0,0]

5 A: [-L0,0,0]

6 w: [cos(d2r*d),sin(d2r*d),0] #angles in degrees: d2r is π/180
7 u: [cos(d2r*a)*sin(d2r*b),

8 sin(d2r*a)*sin(d2r*b),cos(d2r*b)]

9 Rigids:

10 ABu: {Geom:[[L1],[0,1]],

11 Dyna:[[L1/2],m1,m1*L1**2/12]}

12 CBv: {Geom:[[L2],[0,1]],

13 Dyna:[[L2/2],m2,m2*L2**2/12]}

14 DC2wv: {Geom:[[L3],[0,1],[0,cos(c),sin(c)]],

15 Dyna:[[L3/2],m3,m3*L3**2/12]}

16 Collinears:

17 C2vC:

I Omitted: values of parameters (L0 is L0, a is α, etc.)

I Each Geom gives positions of basic points/vectors in local frame.
Each Dyna gives centroid position, mass, and moment-of-inertia data.
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Assembly theme again

I An open-source Yaml reader turns this text to a data
structure that the mechanism facility processes in sequence.

I Each Dyna becomes a term Tk of the KE, whence AD (makes
code that) forms a patch Mk of M.

I Each Geom and each Collinears item makes relevant con-
straints, whence AD forms a patch of constraint Jacobian G.

I These combine to assemble Jacobian
[
M GT

G 0

]
.
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Conclusions, Qs etc.

I This all works as a practical tool. We are developing 3D and
improving user interface.
Have done performance tests but not yet systematically.

I Teaching. Ned & I are late to this party, but:
I Classical NC-ers have argued for years: cartesian coordinates

make MBS ideas so easy that Lagrangian stuff can be taught
at undergraduate level. We agree.

I We can add: with Daets the DAEs are now as easy as ODEs.

I Our infrastructure should be good at important tasks such as:
I Finding stationary equilibrium configuration.
I Inverse dynamics: torques etc. that give a desired motion.
I Kinematic design, e.g. make RSCR move optimally near a

desired curve.

I There’s much mechanics for Ned & me to learn . . .
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Compare sizes of system

I This shows length nq of q, and number nc of constraints, in
Lagrangian formulation of two examples, by classical
“Jalon–Bayo” Natural Coordinates (JBNCs), and the
Nedialkov–Pryce kind (NPNCs).

I Resulting DAE size is nq + nc, but 2nq + nc (in parentheses)
in 1st order form for solvers such as DASSL.

1 DOF RSCR 6 DOF robot

JBNCs NPNCs JBNCs NPNCs

#coords nq 13 7 30 18
#constraints nc 12 6 24 12

DAE size 25 (38) 13 54 (84) 30

I Our savings are mainly from more economical frames, and use
of assignments instead of equations where possible.
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I YouTube channel Multi-body Lagrangian Simulations

I Outer planets
I Gravitating masses in 2D
I Spring mass with 3 pendula
I ...
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More examples

Dancingmech: a bit of fun with plane motion

I Rigid rods CK, KM ,
DL, LM , EF , FP
and triangle plate
CDE

I Springs AC, BD

I Point masses at
M , N , P

I Collinear G,H,P

I Animation
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More examples

Andrews squeezing mechanism
 

The MBS diagram

 

The original diagram.

K3 is star-shaped and 
K5, K7 are not straight!

I Part of MBS Multi-Body Systems Benchmark in OpenSim
I Also in the Test Set for IVP Solvers, where . . .

I It is formulated as an index 3 DAE in angle coordinates
I Equations are not pretty at all

I We modeled and solved in cartesian coordinates
I Confirmed very close agreement between the two solutions
I Animation
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More examples

YAML text for Andrews squeezing mechanism
The boxed text specifies the topology, geometry and dynamics.

Title: Andrews Squeezing Mechanism
PhysicalParams: {
beta0: -0.0617138900142764496358948458001,
m1: 0.04325e0, m2: 0.00365e0, m3: 0.02373e0,
m4: 0.00706e0, m5: 0.07050e0, m6: 0.00706e0,
m7: 0.05498e0, xa: -0.06934e0, ya: -0.00227e0,
xb: -0.03635e0, yb: .03273e0, xc: .014e0,
yc: .072e0, springstiff: 4530e0, i1: 2.194e-6,
i2: 4.410e-7, i3: 5.255e-6, i4: 5.667e-7,
i5: 1.169e-5, i6: 5.667e-7, i7: 1.912e-5,
d: 28e-3, da: 115e-4, e: 2e-2, ea: 1421e-5,
rr: 7e-3, ra: 92e-5, l0: 7785e-5, ss: 35e-3,
sa: 1874e-5, sb: 1043e-5, sc: 18e-3, sd: 2e-2,
ta: 2308e-5, tb: 916e-5, u: 4e-2, ua: 1228e-5,
ub: 449e-5, zf: 2e-2, zt: 4e-2, fa: 1421e-5,
torque: 33e-3 }

Dimension: 2
PartData:
Fixed: {O:[],A:[xa,ya],B:[xb,yb],C:[xc,yc]}
Rigids:
OF: {Geom:[[rr]],Dyna:[[ra],m1,i1]}
FE: {Geom:[[d]],Dyna:[[da],m2,i2]}
BED:
Geom: [[ss],[sc,sd]]
Dyna: [[sa,sb],m3,i3]

EG: {Geom:[[e]],Dyna:[[ea],m4,i4]}
AG: {Geom:[[zt]],Dyna:[[ta,tb],m5,i5]}
HE: {Geom:[[zf]],Dyna:[[zf-fa],m6,i6]}
AH: {Geom:[[u]],Dyna:[[ua,-ub],m7,i7]}

Springs:
CD: [springstiff,l0]

AppliedForces:
ConstTorques: {OF: torque}

ProblemData:
t0 : 0.0
tend: 0.3 #10 times the benchmark solution’s tend
fixedpositions: { Fy }
positions: #all guesses except for Fy. D is a UP so no need of IVs
E: [-2e-02, 1e-03 ]
F: [rr*cos(beta0), rr*sin(beta0)]
G: [-3e-02, 1e-02 ]
H: [-3e-02, -1e-02 ]

velocities : { Fy: 0 }
SolverParams:
OutFile:
tformat: ’% .17e’
qformat: ’% .17e’

Animation:
Scene:
initPause:
view: [-30, 40]
physParamsToShow: [ $beta0, $springstiff, $torque ]

Timing:
tscale: 0.01

PartShapes:
xyscale: 0.002
Skels:
BED : {path: XBXEXDX, newpts: [ X , [sa, sb] ] }
AG : {path: YAYGY, newpts: [ Y , [ta, tb] ] }
AH : {path: ZHZAZ, newpts: [ Z , [ua, -ub] ] }
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More examples

Universal joint multi-pendulum

I Example: multi-pendulum made of genuinely 3D rods joined
by Universal Joints (Hooke–Cardan joints)
UJs transmit torque round a bend—permit 2 DOF of relative
angular position but forbid relative rotation about rod-axes

I Animation
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More examples

Larger example: Particle-spring system

I Rectangular grid of
m× n particles
connected by damped
springs

I A test for cloth
simulation in movies

0

1

2

3

4

0

2

4

6

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

I Particle (i, j) is attached to

(i± 1, j) and (i, j ± 1) for i = 1 :m, j = 1 :n

I Index i = 0 or m+ 1, resp. j = 0 or n+ 1, means a fixed
position
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More examples

Particle-spring cont.

I Each particle (i, j)
I coordinates rij =

(
xij , yij , zij

)
full 3D motion

I mass M

I Each spring
I stiffness k

I length at rest l

I damping kd× stretch-rate (except the boundary ones)

I Spacing ∆x and ∆y between particles in x and y directions

I Initially all particles at rest in xy plane, we push the middle
particle upwards

I 90× 90 particles, 24 300 second-order ODEs

I Animation
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More examples

Particle-spring cont
I Lagrangian is

L = 1
2M

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

|ṙij |2 −Mg

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

zij

− 1
2k

 m∑
i=1

n∑
j=0

(|ri,j+1 − rij | − l)2 +

n∑
j=1

m∑
i=0

(|ri+1,j − rij | − l)2


I We use Rayleigh’s dissipative function

R = 1
2kd

m∑
i=1

n−1∑
j=1

|ṙi,j+1 − ṙij |2 + 1
2kd

n∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

|ṙi+1,j − ṙij |2

I We encode L and R—that’s all

I Daets solves a sparse, second-order ODE of size 3 ·m · n
d

dt

∂L

∂ṙij
− ∂L

∂rij
+

∂R

∂ṙij
= 0, i = 1 : m, j = 1 : n
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More examples

Proof of “J nonsingular” fact on p11

To prove: Given M is SPSD, J =
[
M GT

G 0

]
is nonsingular iff each of (a) G and

(b) [M,GT ] has full row rank.
These are necessary since if either fails, J has linearly dependent rows.
To show they are sufficient, let them hold and assume J [ uv ] = 0. Equivalently

Mu = −GTv (3)

Gu = 0. (4)

As M is SPSD it can be factorised M = RTR for some R. Using (3, 4),

‖Ru‖2 = uTRTRu = uTMu = −uTGTv = −vT (Gu) = 0,

so Ru = 0. Multiply by RT to get Mu = 0. This with (4), the symmetry of
M and assumption (b) imply u = 0.
Also by (3), GTv = 0, so assumption (a) gives v = 0. Hence J [ uv ] = 0
implies [ uv ] = 0, so J is nonsingular.
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